American History II Exam III Outline

US Cold War Outline

• Shooting war—Korea, Vietnam
• Crises—Berlin, Cuba

Tehran

Yalta
    UN

    Stalin & Eastern Europe

Potsdam
Occupation
    • 4 Ds

Nuremberg Trials

US vs. USSR--bipolar world

Truman Doctrine

Marshall Plan

Berlin Blockade, 1948

Berlin Airlift
NATO
Warsaw Pact

Cold War Heats Up
China
Yugoslavia
  • Communist China 1949
  • Soviet nuclear bomb 1949
  • Containment
  • NSC-68

Korean War

Berlin Wall Crisis 1961

Cuba
  • 1961 Bay of Pigs invasion

Cuban Missile Crisis
  • Better communications

The 50s

Post-war Economy Trends
  Cold War
  GI Bill
Post-war Political Trends

New Deal Coalition end

Republicans

1948 Election
Thomas Dewey
Dixiecrats
Segregationists
Strom Thurmond

Truman

“2nd Red Scare”
HUAC
blacklist

McCarthyism

1952 Election
- Eisenhower
Civil Rights Movement, 1954-1965 OUTLINE

Brown vs. Board of Education, 1954
   Thurgood Marshall
   Earl Warren

Montgomery Bus Boycott, 1955
   Rosa Parks

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Southern Opposition
   Southern Manifesto
   White Citizens Council
   KKK

George Wallace

Violence
   Emmett Till
   Birmingham Church bombed
   Mississippi

School/University Integration
   Little Rock, Arkansas, 1957
University of Mississippi and University of Alabama

Freedom Rides

Sit-Ins
   SNCC
   Greensboro, NC

March in Birmingham, Alabama

March on Washington, 1963

Civil Rights Act of 1964

March from Selma to Montgomery, 1965

Voting Shift

Voting Rights Act of 1965

Watts Riot in LA

Splintering of the Movement
   Malcom X, Carmichael
1960s OUTLINE

I. Domestic Issues

John F Kennedy
    Democrat
    Jacqueline Kennedy
    Lee Harvey Oswald

Robert Kennedy

Lyndon Johnson

Great Society
Medicare

II. US Foreign Affairs

Vietnam
    Gulf of Tonkin Resolution

III. 1960s Protest Movements

IV. 1960s Society: Life During the 1960s

70s, 80s, & Cold War End

I. 1970s

Détente

Richard Nixon
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
  US       USSR
  BR       FR
  China

Arms Reduction
  Antiballistic Missile Treaty

Helsinki Accords

Jimmy Carter
  Hostage crisis

II. 1980s

Ronald Reagan
  End of Détente

III.  Cold War End: Soviet Union Gorbachev’s Reforms

Gorbachev
  Glasnost-openness

Perestroika--Restructuring

End of the Soviet Union, 1991
  Boris Yeltsin

Why the Soviet Union fell?
Fall of Berlin Wall
   November 9, 1989

**US Since the Cold War**

George H. Bush,
- Two-Plus Four Treaty
- Gulf War
- Iraq
- Saddam Hussein

Bill Clinton 1992
Democrat
- NAFTA
- Black Hawk Down, Somalia

Clinton & Yugoslavia
Milosevic
Scott O’Grady

Terrorism Leading UP to 9-11
US Embassies Africa
USS *Cole*

2000 Election

George W. Bush
September 11, 2001
Al-Qaida--
Osama bin Laden
War on Terror
War in Afghanistan
“Axis of Evil Speech”
War in Iraq

US Environmental Problems

Social Trends